IMPORTANT MESSAGE! INSIDE COVER!

CARtoons

KRASS & BERNIE'S HOT ROD ROBOT!

LET'S DRAW THE 'LITTLE CHEVIES!

DO YOU KNOW THE BASICS?

PG. 32

SEP. 1983

$1.50

$2.00

In Canada

CANADA 76956 14465
By now you have noticed that last issue and this issue we had NO "Iron-Ons." Now, before you take pen in hand or sit down over your typewriter to ask WHY, we will explain. It's a very simple explanation. When we began using "iron-ons" in CARtoons the cost to produce them was NOT very expensive for what we saw in return (i.e. the SS profit), but over the years the cost rose (along with everything else). Not long ago, THE people that watch the money gave us at CARtoons a call and said, in effect, that the cost had reached the point where it was no longer profitable for CARtoons to have "iron-ons." The cost (which we shall not mention here) was way, WAY up there; it simply wasn't worth what we saw for the effort. "We do the magazine to make a profit" and the "iron-ons" were a BIG drain. They had reached the point where it was hurting us where the SS&cc was concerned. So, with heavy hearts it was decided that the "iron-ons" had to be discontinued. We realize that you folks found them enjoyable! We also realize that they were a VERY popular feature, but you must (PLEEZE) understand our point. We are, at this moment, looking into new ideas that are a bit less expensive. Some of our new ideas are pretty exciting and hopefully NOT too expensive! So, DEAR READERS, please bear with us and again WE are SORRY that we had to do what had to be done. We shall continue to try our hardest to give you the best we can for the money.

Thanks,

The Editors/CARtoons Magazine

GET IN GEAR WITH OFFICIAL

HOT ROD

SPORTSWEAR

A. Men's white T-shirt with red trim, premier quality, screen printed, 50-50 cotton/polyester, sizes S-M-L-XL, $6.95, also children's 6/8-10/12/14/16 $5.95

B. Women's French cut, scoop neck (not shown), 50% cotton, 50% polyester interlock, red design on white garment, sizes S-M-L, $7.95

C. Stroker Design available on "A" or "B", HOT ROD Magazine logo printed on back, men's $6.95, women's $7.95, children's $5.95

D. HOT ROD Cap, red with yellow/white print, one size fits all, $5.95

E. Lightweight jacket, unlined nylon jacket, red with red piping, HOT ROD Magazine logo printed on back and front left chest, men's S-M-L-XL, $29.95

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

MAIL TO: Petersen Publishing Company, Apparel Department, P.O. Box 3205, Los Angeles, CA 90078
That's right, it's the "guess the artist" game.
Letters to this column should be addressed to SOME LETTERS WE GOT/CARtoons Magazine, 8490 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069

SORRY, NO SUBS NEWSSTAND SALES ONLY

Dear CARtoons,

You have a great magazine, and I enjoy it when I read it! I found some OLD (and I mean old) HOT ROD CARtoons!! I have issue #1. You haven't changed a bit, except you're more up with the times. Can't wait till the next issue.

Dean L. Fregoso
Oroville, California

Quick Irv,

I have ONE QUESTION, and only ONE—WHY didn't my work make it into the right category???

Just recently, in your May/June issue of CARtoons, you ran your "Street Cruiser Contest" winners... A couple of months ago I sent away a SPECIAL to that address, only to read it was IN "My Wheels" Well, $10 bucks isn't all that bad, BUT I was really shooting for the Car Craft sub, too. Thanks for printing my picture anyway...

John Van Tol
Caledonia, Michigan

Dear CARtoons,

This is my first issue and boy do I feel lucky to have found such a great mag!! I loved the CARtoon with "Krass & Bernie"! Carls Jr. is real funny. "My Wheels" is really neat, those kids know how to draw!! I really would like to see more of "Corvette & Pretty Vacant," I love their cool car! I REALLY DIG CORVETTES!!! Would you show us a "How-To" on Broncos and Vettes? How 'bout puttin' K&B's dragster on an IRON-ON or in "How-To-Draw" section?!

Joe Burns
Brady, Texas

Well, we have no more iron-ons, but we are thinking along new lines. Stay tuned.

Dear CARtoons,

Your mag. is the GREATEST, & I love it!! I know everybody tells you that but it TRUE!! Trosley is #1 with "K&B"!! I'm glad there are "IRON-ONs" in your mag, 'cause I collect them. "Sand Rat" by Austin is super!! The Corvette on the cover of the March/April issue is awesome and I'd love to try an E.T. burger!

Dustin Baxter
Honeybrook, Pennsylvania

Yeah, with fries....

Dear CARtoons,

I have been reading CARtoons for about three years and I want to say
you folks are doing a heck of a bang-up job!! The last issue I read (May/June) had a really great front cover by Trosley and a real awesome job on the back by Shawn—I love the way she does the crowds in the background! Bob Hardin, is really genius! I liked the story "The Road Worrier," Especially the start. I'd say Ms. Kerri is the BEST artist around!! I hope you have MORE photo and drawing contests, I missed the last one. Well I'll always be on the look out.

Eric Coleman
Eugene, Oregon

Dear CARtoons,

I'm sailor off the U.S.S. Inchon. If you recall my best buddy, Daniel (SQUID) Boy, NOT Bay, wrote you a letter which you published as the 2nd place winner in March/April issue. Well, I'll ditto his request ANY SUBS??????? Sometimes it's almost impossible to get CARtoons while at sea. You have an outstanding mag. and I get really upset when I miss an issue! I guess you've been asked a few times WHY we can't get SUBS!!!

Well, were gonn' to keep askin' till the answer is Yes!!! Thanks for listening and HOPE SOMEDAY we'll be able to get subs to your fab. mag.!!!

Roy E. Frederick
FPO NY., NY.

As usual Roy, we have no subs. One day, who can tell?

Dear CARtoons:

In the Nov./Dec.'82 issue, I think everybody was not at their best 'cause it was the end of the year, et al. This year's Jan./Feb. issue is gettin' better! Kerri is really doin' great with "Ford & Willys." But Marnick's idea about "Wind City" was a little wild! "Car Thing" by Bob Hardin got me crackin' up and so did the CARtoon greeting card in the back!! I am a GREAT fan of Dennis Ellefson, but I think he is beginning to slip a little here an' there. About your '83 ish—LOST, by ol' Den-Den, was almost realistic! As usual, my brother tripped out on Tom Marnick's "Corvette & Pretty Vacant." How did he get that idea anyway??? As ALWAYS Trosley is great with Krass & Bernie. One thing, Lambright & Dery's "The Crewzer" was WEIRD!!! Right on Shawn! Show them guys what you're made of!!! You are a great artist Kerri!! I just wish I had half of your talent!! "Carl Jr." by Alteri was OUT OF THIS WORLD!!! (get it??????) Give my thanks to Trosley, now I know where I've made my mistakes on drawin' Mustangs. All in all, you are starting to get back into the CARtoons of the better days (way back then... whew). Thanks for hearing a girl's point of view on your terrific mag!! Well, see ya' next month....

Your fan forever,

Beth Myers
Palm Springs, California

P.S. Dennis, the inside front cover looks strangely like my best friend's brother's car!!!!!

Beth strikes again.

Dear CARtoons:

I have been reading your mag. since it came out and I think it's great!! My favorite part is "Krass & Bernie." I have written to you guys about 12 times, & my NOT ONE letters been published!!?!! I still think CARtoons is 100% great!! Just fin- ished the Jan./Feb. issue—it was perfect!! Especially "CORA-VETTE & PRETTY VACANT." I'd give anything to have a SUB to CARtoons!!!

CARtoons Magazine is more mentally advanced than other mags, like Mad and Cracked and Crazy. If my letters get's published I don't care if I win any prizes but I just want to reach my goal in life, having one of my letters printed!!! In the story "Cora-Vette & Pretty Vacant," who did the art work?

Mark Lasalle
King, N.C.

Next issue (October '83) have we got a surprise for you!! We don't want to spoil it by telling you just what it is, but we think you are going to LOVE it!! So, don't miss our October issue!! We think this new idea beats the iron-ons all to the Devil!!

The Editors
Hey 'toons:

Just wrote to say how much I get into your mag. It's super!! Tell Trosley to keep up the "HOW-TO-DRAW..." It helps me a lot!

Also, keep up the Iron-ons! I can hardly find your mag. where I live, but I hope it goes monthly anyway. The car chase features are great and I hope you guys write more of them. I think you should do a feature on tractor pulls! Well, I don't care what other tight-wads say—at $1.50 the magazine is cheap!!! Luv the mag and hope you come up with subs.

Don Herzog
Sidney, Ohio

Hey 'toons,

In reply to Lewis Watson in the May/June issue, the Cobra was the faster car between the two, but if he had taken the time to look at one of the Dodge muscle cars, take for instance the '66 Super'B'Charger, stock from factory it came with none other than the 426 HEMI, dual 4-barrels, 4-speed tranny, and the DANA rear-end. Top speed was 205 mph!! SO as you can see Dodge smokes on Ford and Chevy! By the way, I LOVE "K&B" Tell Trosley to keep up the GREAT work!!!

Stan Silano
British Columbia, Canada

Dear CARtoons,

I found an old copy of CYCLE-TOONS dated August 1972. It's got Pete Millar & Nelson Dewey in it. I thought that you could tell me how much its worth and if it's a collector's item?!

Benjy Klaves
Riverton, Illinois

Hmmm. Good question. Maybe a reader out there can help.

Dear CARtoons,

I like your Nov./Dec.'82 issue. I thought it was fabulous!! Tell Trosley and Kerri to keep up the good work!! I especially like the drawings in "My Wheels!" Now I know how to draw a car. "Krass & Bernie" are great also!! Keep up the good CARtoons!!

Jim Reynolds
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Dear CARtoons,

Here at the academy (Marine Corps Military School) CARtoons is practically the only book I can ever read besides FM (Field Manuals), so in the last two years I have become VERY fond of your mag!! CARtoons has been read by every person in the barracks—which is over 102 men in each barracks, plus our Colonel! From our barracks we all thank you for inventing CARtoons, for the mag brings our battalion enjoyment a plenty!!!

Colo Craig L. Burcky
M.C.M. High School

Well, thank you. Say "Hi" to all the boys and the Colonel.

Dear CARtoons,

Your last issue was excellent! I loved the cover by Mayhabb! I also thought Ellefson's "Barry Wiggins" and Testa Rossa" was GREAT!! So was "File & Sand." Ellefson, you're putting great energy together WELL!! Shawn Kerri and her art and ideas are SUPER, WOW!! Does she have talent! Steve Austin with his "Tube City & Saturday Night Hustle" was excellent! Bob Hardin's
"V.T." was like totally awesome, PER SHER! As well with "Options for '83 that Failed." WHAT WORKS!!!! If it weren't for you folks, I'd be sooooo bored especially on the rainy days. Keep up the excellent work!! By the way, I like how you keep up with the latest styles in your characters.

Rich Gillespie
Waukesha, Wisconsin

Oh, we hang out and check what the people are wearing and all that.

---

Dear CARtoons,

I think your mag. is the BEST I've been collecting it for three years (so far) and intend to collect MORE!! My very first copy was the March/April issue of 1980. I thought it was really great, so then after that I started collecting CARtoons. You folks only get BETTER with each issue!!

Now I know a lot more about your mag. and can appreciate talent like Shawn Kerri's who I think is excellent!! I really like her "Kit Cactuspants Colson" pieces! My FAVORITE is Bob Hardin!!!! I think he is SUPER!!! Some of the other artist's work is OK, too. I hope you put in some more 4x4s and keep up the EXCELLENT talent!!

Bart Blankemeyer
Pandora, Ohio

---

Yes, O! Bobby does the deed.

---

Dear CARtoons,

I have a suggestion on how to get rid of some of your drawings!! Either make your books larger (with more pages) or publish an EXTRA SPECIAL CARtoons with nothing but "My Wheels" drawings in it. I will be watching for you monthly in July, August, September, and October!!!

Please give my thought an idea OR my idea a thought. Just think A WHOLE BOOK of "My Wheels!" I will put my name in Erica, so watch for me.

Yours CARingly,
Bryan K. Wade
of the U.S.A.

---

That is a weird idea.

---

Dear People Who Write CARtoons,

Your May/June issue was very funny! The example of "How-To" on 4x4s game got me a job as a cartoonist in my town newspaper. SO I THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!! Please let me say that the "Road Worrier" is very dramatic! Thanks to your dear Erica section I have a new pen-pal. The articles like "exhausted" are fabulous!! "Iron-Ons" are SUPER!!!

Hey, I'm sorry that you're not able to catch up with all theERICA letters. We the loyal fans will be patient 'cause we LOVE CARtoons! RIGHT?? Well, I'll let you folks get back to work on making another magazine. Keep up the good work!!

Tom Coykendall
Nehawka, Nebraska

---

Yeah, it's tough to be sooo popular.

---

So, that's it for this time group. We are getting very good letters now and we still are interested in hearing from all you people. Next issue we got that surprise coming and I'm sure you folks will flip. Oh, yes, one more thing before I sign off... How about those neat ads, gang?

Irv
A gift to give
A gift to get

Create your own Original
Automotive DOODLE ART!
Choose from four new
TRAVEL PACKS selected for
DOODLE ART by the Editors
of CAR CRAFT Magazine and
other Petersen Automotive
Publications.

Of Special Interest to CAR CRAFT
readers will be the packet featuring
some of the most outrageous STREET
MACHINES you've ever laid eyes on.

Each of these kits include five outstanding, large-size
(11" x 15") blackline drawings of heavy-
weight art paper. Artwork is by
well-known automotive illustrator
John Fickle. Excellent for framing or
printing for your dream garage. The bright, vivid colors are a real
attention getter. Great to take along on
trips.

USE THIS HANDY
COUPON TO ORDER.

PETERSEN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Retail Sales Services
6725 Santa Fe Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028

Send me the TRAVEL PACKS checked below:

- STREET MACHINES
- DRAG RACING
- STREET RODS
- 4-WHEEL & OFF-ROADERS

Each DOODLE ART TRAVEL PACK is
$8.95 plus $3.50 for shipping & handling.

Also available:

- Lightweight Jacket
  Unlined nylon jacket, red with white piping. 4-WHEEL &
OFF-ROAD Magazine logo printed on back and from lett
chest, men's S-M-L-XL. $12.95

- Women's French cut, scoop neck (not shown). 50%
cotton, 50% polyester interlock, red design on white garment,
sizes S-M-L. $7.95

- "GO FOUR / OFF-ROAD"
  Gap, red with white print. one size fits all, $5.95

- Men's White T-shirt w/ red trim, premier quality, screen
printed, 50% cotton, 50% polyester, sizes S-M-L-XL.
$5.95, also children's 6/8-10/12-14/16 $3.95

- Women's French cut, scoop neck (not shown), 50% -
cotton, 50% polyester interlock, red design on white garment,
sizes S-M-L. $7.95

- "GO FOUR / OFF-ROAD"
  Gap, red with white print, one size fits all, $5.95

- Women's French cut, scoop neck (not shown). 50%
cotton, 50% polyester interlock, red design on white garment,
sizes S-M-L. $7.95

- Children's $5.95

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO
PETERSEN PUBLISHING COMPANY

MASTER CARD or VISA

EXPIRATION DATE - ISSUE NUMBER

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to Petersen Publishing Company
Apparel Department
8725 Santa Fe Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90028
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WHAT'S THE MATTER, BERNIE?!

ARRGGHHH!!

I'M SICK OF WORKIN' ON CARS... I CAN'T TAKE THIS PHYSICAL ABUSE ANYMORE... IT'S JUST NOT MY THING! WHAT'S MORE... I'M TOO GOOD FOR...

LOOKS NASTY...
ARRAGHHH!!

IF BUILDIN' THAT FAD TEE IS GIVIN' YOU SUCH PROBLEMS... WHY BOTHER?

'CAUSE IT'S A CHALLENGE!

'CAUSE THE BEAUTIFUL NEW GIRL NEXT DOOR JUST LOVES T-BUCKETS!

A GIRL! I KNEW IT...

I PROMISED HER A RIDE IN ONE... MINE!

HI BERNIE... HOWS THE T-BUCKET COMING?

GREAT, CINDY... CMON IN!

WOULDN'T BE LONG UNTIL YOU AND I ARE CRUISING Down THE BOULEVARD... HOPIN'!

NOT NOW... OUR DATES FOR A NICE LONG EVENING RIDE...

AND I'M GONNA HOLD YOU TO YOUR PROMISE! PICK ME UP WHEN YOU'RE READY TO CRUISE!

IT'LL BE SOON!!

SOON... HA!

AT THE RATE I'M GOIN' IT'LL TAKE A YEAR!

ALL THE CAR MANUFACTURERS USE EM... THEY WELD... RIVET AND DO ALOT OF THE REAL HEAVY DUTY WORK!

WHAT YOU NEED IS A ROBOT LIKE THEY GOT IN DETROIT...

ROBOT?!
I Gotta' build myself one!

That's just what he needs... another project! An this...

A couple of these...

And another... An this...

An that!

An this...

An this...

An this...

Lessee, I'll need this...

An this...

An this...

An this...

An these!

An two of those!

... a few books on automation and computer sciences might help too...

And, of course, a few days worth of a nutritiously balanced diet!

Days go by...

No sleep again last night, Bern? How do you do it?!!

Gotta' get the robot finished before the weekend... Saturday night could be date night!

An finally...

It's all done, man... my hot rod robot! Whatcha think?

I think you coulda' finished the car by now, man...
I programmed it with all my tastes an' desires so the car will be built exactly as I want it... except I won't be getting busted up and greasy!

Look at it go! I'm impressed!

So now we go out an' grab a burger while your robot builds your T-bucket...

You got it!

It's hard to believe you've got a robot building you a T-bucket right now...

You mean built! According to my calculations he finished it ten minutes ago!!! Let's go check it out!

Did I tell you how much I love T-buckets?!
PROLOGUE:

Gosh! I don't believe it! Agent Katt cuts off the heavy duty hit team and rips right through the guardrail.

He'z gon' down zee hill, boyz!

WELL, FOLLOW HIM YOU NINNY!

GOSH A-ROO, ANYWAY!

THE KILLERS ARE STILL ON HIS TAIL... HUH... WAIT... KATT'S LEAPING DIRECTLY TOWARDS A THREATENING BILLBOARD!

DON'T NEED BILLBOARDS ANYWAY!

BLAM! BLAM! BLAM!

I DON'T GET IT... THAT'S GOING TO SLOW KATT DOWN. THE CREEPS WILL GET HIM FOR SURE, TOTALLY!

DIDN'T NEED THIS LAMBORGHINI ANYWAY!

VEE GOTS YOU NOW, MEIN KATT!

CRASH!

BLAM! BLAM!
OH WOW! THE BILLBOARD SLOWED KATT DOWN ENOUGH TO KEEP HIM FROM FLYIN' OFF THE CLIFF.

MEIN GOTT! FAZZE ZEE ZEATBELT!

FARE ZEE WELL, VILLIANS.

SSSSSSKKRRRREEEEEELLl

WOW-O-WOW! WHAT A STUNT! AGENT KIT KATT DOES IT AGAIN.

OH HMMMM... GOOD THING NOBODY USES THAT PART OF THE BEACH, GOSHSO! WHAT A DAY NOW WHERE ARE THOSE HERO-SMOTHERING FEMALES, ANYWAY?

BA-BOM!

AND THERE THEY ARE, GOSHD-D-D-D, ROO-ROO-WHIZ! KATT ALWAYS GETS THE GIRLS.
OH WOW. I JUST GOT AN IDEA.

BOY, I WISH A FLOCK OF SEAGIRLS WOULD MAUL ME.

GOSH, NAMLY, I DON'T HAVE WHEELS LIKE KATT'S SPIFFO-NEATO LAMBORGHINI!

ALL I HAVE TO DO IS PULL OFF SOME RADICAL STUNTS IN FRONT OF SOME FEMALES.

BUT! I DO HAVE MY SPIFFO-NEATO BMX BIKE!

EAT VER HEART OUT AGENT KIT, KATT!

THIS BMX SUPER-KID IS GONNA SWEEP THE WOMEN OFF THEIR LIL' FEETSIES!

COPYKATT
GEE-WHIZ.
NOW I JEST
GOTTA FIND
SOME GIRLY
TYPES TO SHOW
OFF TO.

AH-HA!
DOWN BY THE
OL' BEACH.

HEY-YO!
GET A
LOAD O' ME!

THIS CAN'T
FAIL THEM.
GOOGLY GIRL
TYPES MELT
WHEN A
MACHO GUY
LIKE MYSELF
RISK HIS
LIFE FOR THEIR
PLEASURE.

ALL ROADS LEAD
TO A FEMALE'S
HEART WHEN A
SPONTANEOUS
STUNT IS EXECUTED
WITH PRECISION.

TRICKY
WORDS AND
TRICKY STUNTS
I'M KNOCKIN' THEIR SOCKS OFF.

WOW!

GOSH!

GOSH!

LOOKIT THAT!

RADICAL!

HE'S GREAT!

SO!
Hey, that's Agent Katt's Lamborghini!

I think I'll have to show him my stuff!

Hey kid! I've been watching you.

Those were great moves! How about a secret agent job? You can work with me.

Really? Wow, gee whizness!

Hey, wake up!

You fell asleep in front of the boob-tube again, Elliott!

An' yer gonna be late for school, sport!

...Whiz-ness... huh?

Oh, well... back to hum-drum reality.
GEAR 2000

IS IT TRUE?
TODAY THEY'ER NOT USING US DRIVERS TODAY?

THAT'S RIGHT!
TODAY THEY'ER TRYING OUT THE NEW COMPUTERS THAT WILL DRIVE THE RAILS INSTEAD OF YOU.

SEE, THE CAR OWNERS SIT SAFELY AT THESE MONITORS AND DRIVE THEIR CARS FROM THE SIDELINES.

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT!
I'VE BEEN TAKING RISK FOR THEM BEHIND THE WHEEL FOR YEARS, NOW I'M EXTINCT!!

I'VE BEEN REPLACED BY A COMPUTER!

EAT YOUR HEART OUT FELLA!!

I REMEMBER WHEN YOU ROBOTS PUT US HUMAN DRIVERS OUT OF WORK!!

MIKE BUSH
CORKY MAKER

JIM MUELLER.
DIGITAL HIGHWAY SIGNS
WE'D LIKE TO SEE

THRU TRAFFIC MERGE LEFT
... ER, RITE... NO, MAKE THAT
... WAIT! AA, NEVER MIND!

BRIDGE OUT AHEAD...
TOLD YOU SO...

ROSES BE RED, VIOLETS BE BLUE
THAT COP IN THE MIRROR
IS CHASING YOU

55
A CHEVY WE CAN LIVE WITH

Idea & Art: C.E. Dockter
TAX DOLLARS FOR THIS HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT RAN OUT. PROCEED WITH CAUTION.

IGNORE SIGNS 3 & 4. RITE 101 NO LONGER EXITS.

CAR POOLERS ARE ALL WET.

RITE LANE CLOSED.
LEF'T LANE CLOSED.
LOIS LANE 555-0271.

YOU IN THE DATSUN. IS THAT A HAIRPIECE?

THE WINNING LICENSE NO. IN OUR MILLION DOLLAR TOP PRIZE GIVEAWAY IS: ??-??!
'EM IF YOU CAN!!!

It's my auto alarm!!! Someone's messing with my car!

C'mon... If we hurry, we can catch 'em!

Okay... Now what?

Whoops!
I've got to decide... sell this junk... or...

OR WHAT? WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO WITH THIS PIG.

Pinto Fever

Hey... watch that pig stuff, we could always rebuild it.

Come on Tub, we can't rebuild this thing.

Before you think I'm dreamin' look at that.

Hey fat boy, wanna race?

YEEEEEAAAHHH!
Well... that decides it... we're rebuilding it!

Or... I can sell you this manual... for three dollars... no guarantees though.

Fellas, a job like this'll cost at least a couple thousand... or...

Checklist
1. Transmission - Dead
2. Engine - Dead
3. Heater - Dead
4. Runs - Cold

Diagnosis:
Put to Sleep!
I STILL CAN'T
BELIEVE IT... LOOKS
LIKE NEW... ALMOST.

YEAH... AND ALL FOR
UNDER TEN BUCKS...
GIVE OR TAKE A
HUNDRED.

YEAH, BUT ARE
YOU SURE THIS
THING WILL
RUN...

LIKE A
TOP...

TWO WEEKS
LATER

SHE'S REAL
PRETTY... BUT
WILL SHE RUN?

WILL SHE
RUN...

Woooowwww...
IT RUNS... BUT WILL SHE STOP?

SCREECH!

HEY!

VROOOMMMMM!

I PUT EVERYTHING ON EXCEPT...

EXCEPT...

EXCEPT THE BRAKES...
WE'D BETTER TAKE THIS EXIT... MAYBE WE'LL RUN OUT OF GAS BEFORE THE CAR OR ANOTHER CAR GETS US.

IT'S THE BLUZARDS I'M WORRIED ABOUT.

THINK THEY'D BELIEVE THIS AT NASCAR?

WHY DON'T YOU TRY CARTOONS...
How To: Draw Little Chevys

Chevys got lotsa big muscle cars but let's not forget the little Chevys... like this Vega, start with two boxes setup like I've got 'em here. A center line up the middle will help us a bunch so lay one in, rough in a shadow under em.

Let's start carving out the roof line... get that windshield tilt right as well as side window pillars. Box in a blower assembly through the hood. Note how fender line dips down to the headlights. Hood center line dips even more, box in grill and bumper and loosely detail wheels.

Okay... a little more detail to the blower, grill and tires is needed as well as a roll bar and driver inside. Work out some body graphics then neatly ink all this in using ball point or felt tip pen adding blacks to the tires and shadow... smoke an' sound help too!
How 'Bout a Little Chevette!
They're snappy little rods when beefed up so let's start one with the basic boxes shown here along with a center line. Pop on a set of big tires in the back and a smaller set up front keeping sizes right with guide lines. Add some depth to the tires with more ovals. Rough in shadow area.

Box out that roof line and windshield angle adding the side and back window pillars carefully - the proper angle is important. Hood line slopes down to headlight boxes that angle back slightly. Small grill opening points and is divided by a bar. Loosely rough in front bumper... blower... pipes and driver. Add a little more detail to the rims.

We've almost got it now... work out that interior a little more - tuck n' roll looks good! Some attention to the blower assembly and front end help a bunch. Wrap the front bumper around the sides a bit and add a couple parking lights. Chrome the pipes... lay on some custom paint then ink. Careful use of darks can really make a drawing. Always do your best!
MONZA STREET FREAK is next so rough in (what else?) the two boxes as I've done here. A side body line will help this time so rough in one of those too. Biggie tread on the back with smaller stuff up front will help get this monza up and thumpin'. Notice the lift to the thing. Lay in a shadow to help that illusion!

Start feelin' out that roof line beginning at the rear of the side body line. Arch it up and over to the windscreen posts. Notice how side windows cut down and into the body. The hood slants down to the angled headlight boxes. Front bumper hits the body line with the parking lights in the pan below. Rough in rims, pipes, hood scoop, and car freaks.

Detail out every thing to your tastes adding quad head-lights, suspension, chrome pipes and wheels. Fire, smoke and sounds breathe life into er! Ink all this real carefully and don't forget to add a few blacks! Go magic fingers!

GIVE IT ALL YOU GOT!

CHURP CHURP
CHECK OUT THAT VAN! THE MURALS ARE ALL OF WRECKS!... NOTHING BUT AUTO CRASHES! WEIRD.

HEY, HOW'S ABOUT PULLING OVER BEHIND HIM, SO WE CAN SEE IF HE'S GOT THE SAME STUFF BACK THERE?!

WATCH OUT! HE'S BRAKING!

WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?

LOOK, MAN... AN ARTIST CAN ONLY WORK WHEN INSPIRATION STRIKES, YA' KNOW? THEN I JUST PAINT WHAT I SEE!
HI, OK! LIKE WORD HAS REACHED US THAT A GOOD PORTION OF OUR NEW READERS ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH THE BASICS OF AUTOMOTIVE GADGETRY. IF YOU ARE GOING TO READ A AUTOMOTIVE HUMOR MAGAZINE, IN THIS CASE 'CARTOONS' (THE BEST... FOR SURE!), YOU HAVE TO KNOW THE BASICS. SO LET'S GET TO IT! WHAT WE HAVE IN THIS THREE PAGER ARE SOME CLARIFICATIONS OF A NOVICE 'AUTOBUFF'S' THOUGHTS (STRANGE THOUGHTS TOO!) AND DON'T LAUGH, I TOO THOUGHT A MUO FLAP WAS MADE OUT OF MUD. D.K. NOW READ ON AND PAY ATTENTION BECAUSE...

"IF YA DON'T KNOW THE BASICS, WHAT DO YA KNOW??"

OH YEA. I WANT YOU TO LOOK UP THE PARTS NAMED AND FIND OUT WHAT THEY REALLY ARE BECAUSE THERE IS GOING TO BE A REALLY BIG QUIZ ON TUESDAY, O.K.?

...A SPARKPLUG IS NOT A DEVICE USED TO BLOW YOUR HOUSE'S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM...

...ROLLBARS ARE NOT PLACES WHERE PEOPLE 19 AND OVER GATHER TO EAT BREAD...

...LE BRA DOES NOT COME IN BLACK LACE NOR DOES IT UNSNAP IN FRONT...

...A DISTRIBUTOR IS NOT SOMEONE WHO PASSES OUT CARTOONS MAGAZINES...

...A FUEL LINE IS NOT SOMETHING YOU GIVE A GIRL AT A GAS STATION...

GOSHNESS... THIS STUFF IS GREAT.

HEY BEAUTIFUL— DO YOU BUY YOUR GAS HERE OFTEN?
A FANBELT IS NOT WORN AROUND YOUR WAIST TO KEEP YOU COOL...

HEADLIGHTS DO NOT HAVE EYES, EARS, AND A MOUTH...

HUBCAPS ARE NOT WORN ON THE HEAD...

AIR DAMS DO NOT HOLD BACK WATER...

A CONSOLE IS NOT FOUND BENEATH A CONVICTED CRIMINAL'S SHOE...

AIRSHOCKS DO NOT FALL FROM THE SKY DURING A THUNDER STORM...

LEAF SPRINGS ARE NOT AFFECTED BY THE CHANGE OF SEASONS...

A RAG TOP HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH OLD DUST CLOTHS...

FLASHERS DO NOT EXPOSE THEMSELVES NOR DO THEY WEAR TRENCHCOATS...

A HOOD SCOOP IS NOT DESIGNED TO REMOVE ICE CREAM FROM ITS CONTAINER...
...A SEAT BELT IS NOT SOMETHING THAT HOLDS UP YOUR PANTS...

...A ROOF RACK IS NOT A TORTURE DEVICE ON TOP OF YOUR CAR...

WIPER BLADES ARE NOT DANGEROUS...

HORNS CANNOT BE FOUND ON A BULL'S HEAD...

LICENSE PLATES ARE NOT USED TO EAT DINNER OFF OF...

YOUR CAR'S TRUNK WILL NOT TAKE PEANUTS FROM YOU...

TIRE VALVE STEMS DO NOT SUPPORT PRETTY FLOWERS...

LUG NUTS ARE NOT SALTY NOR DO THEY HAVE SHELLS...

A JACK IS NEITHER NIMBLE OR QUICK, NOR WILL IT JUMP A CANDLESTICK...

...AND FINALLY, ANTENNA IS NOT ONE LESS THAN ANELEVENNA!

THE END

FINALLY FERRAR SURRARE, HUH?
NEAT NEW STUFF FROM

PAWPRINT STUDIOS
WILL YOU LOOK AT
THAT! IT'S
REALLY TOO BAD
YA KNOW?

THESE DAYS ONE
MUST PROTECT
ONE'S CAR FROM
SUCH VANDALISM!

I TELL YA! I HAVE
SPENT MEGA-BUCKS
ON THIS SET OF
WHEELS TO GUARD
AGAINST A
POTENTIAL RIPOFF!

LIKE INSTALLING SUPER GRIP
LOCKING LUG NUTS FOR MY
SPARKLING CRAGARS AND
GOODRICH TA'S...
A self-assembled, electronic, in-car locking hood release system ...

... a chrome bonded, high gloss, anti-graffiti, Starfire enamel, has also been added for protection from these spray paint freaks.

... and this whole car, inch per inch of it, has been wired with an AAA approved early warning alarm system ...

... and with all of this safety equipment comes the peace of mind of knowing my car has a sure chance of surviving any type of criminal attack ...

... I've got every thing but a 24 hour police watch surrounding this jewel!

Hey! Are you just going to leave your car out here in the open?

It's OK! Don't worry about it! I locked the doors!
First Things First

SHARP, MAN, SHARP! IT'S YOU, FOR SURE!

WELL... HOW'S IT LOOK? I MEAN, WHAT DO YOU REALLY THINK?

Yeah... okay, I'll take it.

Alright, let's see... that's one leather jacket, a pair of riding gloves, a Simpson helmet, Vetter fairing, Kerkar headers, two quartz halogen lamps, two Dunlop tires, a Kryptonite lock, Pacifico trunk & stereo, & a custom mirror!

That comes to $1,500... you must be quite a cycle enthusiast, eh?

Well, it's quality stuff, & I always do enjoy that!

I can't help wondering... just what kind of cycle do you have?

Well, I'll have to decide that when I save my money up again!
HE SAYS HE WANTS TO SHOW ME SOMETHING THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO SEE!

MY INVENTOR UNCLE HAS ASK ME TO STOP BY AND ASSIST HIM WITH AN EXPERIMENT.

OUT'A SIGHT

LET'S HUMOR HIM ANYWAY.... OK?

BY ALL MEANS, I NEVER HASSLE DISTURBED PEOPLE.

DEAR NEPHEW, I WANT YOU TO SHARE IN AN INCREDIBLE DISCOVERY WITH ME. LET ME BRING IT OUT, IT'S IN MY LAB.

FEAST YOUR EYES ON...INVISIBLE PAINT!

JUST LOOK AT THAT STUFF.

YEAH! INVISIBLE PAINT?

WHAT EVER'S PAINTED WITH THIS CONCOCTION WILL DISAPPEAR WITHIN TEN MINUTES.

AH...WHERE DO I COME IN...UNK?

CONTINUE
HMM....WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SUBJECT YOUR CAR TO A TEST?

MY CAR? SURE UNK. MAYBE IT CAN MAKE SOME OF THE ROAD GRIME DISAPPEAR.

I THINK YOUR TEN MINUTES ARE UP. YEAH UNK! MORE LIKE NINTY MINUTES.

SURE UNK. MAYBE IT CAN MAKE SOME OF THE ROAD GRIME DISAPPEAR.

PERHAPS I DIDN'T USE ENOUGH WHEAT GERM.

PSSSSSSSS
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I THINK YOUR TEN MINUTES ARE UP. YEAH UNK! MORE LIKE NINTY MINUTES.
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PERHAPS I DIDN'T USE ENOUGH WHEAT GERM.
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OL' MAN WALDO 4X4 FREAK

THE ADVENTURES OF...

HOW WE JOIN OL' MAN WALDO HUNTING FOR THE PERFECT PROJECT TRUCK...

NOT EXACTLY CHEAP!

AHA!

AND THEN TO FIX IT UP...

BUT WHAT ABOUT TIRES?!

AND FINALLY THE ENGINE!

HOW EVER...

HOW AM I GOIN' TO GET IN?

END? NOT YET!
WOW!
THIS CAR IS GREAT!
IT RUNS LIKE A HERD
OF CHARGING BUFFALO
... IT IS IT EVER
A LOOKER!

EVERYONE
ON THE STREET IS
PAYING ATTENTION WHEN
WE DRIVE BY. YOU SHOULD
OPEN HER UP & SHOW 'EM
WHAT IT'LL DO! GIVE 'EM
A REAL SHOW!

LOOK!
ALL THE PRETTY GIRLS
ARE WAVING AT US!!!
WE COULD REALLY
IMPRESS THEM IF YOU'D
STEP ON IT SOME!

C'MON, MAN!
THEY'RE WATCHIN' US...
WHAT'S UP? WHY DON'T YA'
GET IT ON FOR THEM?

BECAUSE YOUR RIGHT!
IT'S LIKE YOU'VE BEEN SAYING.
I MEAN THIS CAR DOES...

...ATTRACT ATTENTION!
THIS LOOKS LIKE A GOOD PLACE FOR A REAL TEST!

HEH! NOT BAD! LOOKS LIKE THE RATIO ON THE NEW REAR END TO THE TRANNY IS JUST THE EXTRA IT NEEDED!

OPEN IT UP MAN! SEE IF ALL THAT TIME & MONEY PAID OFF!

HOP OUT AND WELL LOCK IN THE HUBS THEN WELL REALLY FIRE UP THAT NEW INTERAXLE!
WOW!
WHAT AN IMPROVEMENT,
WITH THE POWER DISTRIBUTION
I CAN GET OUT OF THESE
TWO DIFFERENTIALS.

PEOPLE MIGHT MISTAKE THIS RIG FOR
A MOUNTAIN LION!

...AND WHAT'S EVEN MORE
SATISFYING IS THAT THE
INSTALLATION OF THESE
TWO TIGER PAWS WAS ALL
HOME GROWN!

SO, OUT OF
ALL THOSE PARTS AND
EQUIPMENT YOU BOUGHT
EVERYTHING JUST WENT
INTO PLACE?

YEA, EVERYTHING
BUT THIS
TINY BOLT!!

EEEAA! I WOULDN'T
WORRY ABOUT IT, SURE
SEEMS TO BE A SOLID
JOB TO ME!!

THAT WRAPS
IT.
PIZZA Toons

FROM AN IDEA BY MASON MALUGEON
ART: DENNIS BLESSEON

DRAT! I MISSED THE EXIT!

HEY! PIZZA!!
THAT MAKES ME HUNGRY!

I'LL JUST CUT ACROSS THIS GRASS DIVIDER HERE!

SCREEE! CHRR!

WEF WAH WEE!

OH, DARN!!

TWO OUTSTANDING WARRANTS PLUS ERATIC DRIVING! YOU'RE UNDER ARREST!!

AND SO...
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO ONE PHONE CALL!

SLAMMER

Y'IR!

YEAH, CHEESE WITH MUSHROOMS AND SAUSAGE... NO ANCHOVIES!

= BRRR!
DEAR READERS,

JEEZ...I APOLOGIZE...I MEAN THIS STORY IS THE MOLDSY PRUNE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE CARTOON BARREL WHEN I TALKED TO SIR DENNIS THE EDITOR, I THOUGHT HE SAID HE WANTED A SILLY SCRIPT AND DUMB, BEAT-CAR STUNTS. WHAT HE WANTED WAS A THRILLING SCRIPT AND SOME NEAT CAR STUNTS. WE MUST HAVE A BAD CONNECTION BETWEEN READERS, VIEW THE BRIGHT SIDE...THERE'S PLENTY OF AUTOMOBILE ACTION, VOLUPTUOUS GIRLY TYPES, MACHO MALE MEN AND ASSORTED BACKGROUND OPPITIES. HEY, MAYBE, THIS STORY WILL WIN THE COVETED CARTOON TURKEY OF THE YEAR AWARD FOR "DUMNESS" (NAW...TOO MUCH COMPETITION). JUST KEEP IN MIND THAT THE GOLFBALL RALLY, BEAT MY DUST FUSED CARS, MAD MAX AND IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD SQUIRREL ALL DID WELL AT THE OL' BOX OFFICE. SO THERE'S STILL HOPE FOR...

ONE DAY ON THE WAY TO THE BILLIARD MATCH

THE MATCH STARTS IN TEN MINUTES Y-YA KNOW!

NO PROBLEM I GOT A WHOLE PACK OF MATCHES.

SLOW DOWN I'M GONNA BE TOO SHAKY TO HOLD MY CUE STICK!

GOSH A ROG!

RELAX WILL YA AND QUIT TALKIN' UPSIDE DOWN!

NOPE...I'M WRONG I HAVEN'T HAD A MATCH SINCE SUPERMAN.

CHILL OUT! WE'RE THE TEAM TO BEAT THIS YEAR.

YUP...THAT'S CAUSE EVERY YEAR WE GET BEAT!
ALL WE GOTTA DO IS CRASH THROUGH THAT AND WE SHOULD LAND AT THE POOL HALL.

YEA RIGHT... THAT'S A CLIFF WITH A 40 FOOT DROP BEYOND THAT FENCE.

YER WRONG... THERE'S A 40 FOOT DROP HERE... HOLD YER NOSE!

BREAK THROUGH A FENCE, FLY OFF A CLIFF... LAND SAFELY. SURELY YOU JEST.

NYYYYAA!! AGGGAAH!

OK, OK CALL ME SHIRLEY!

SURELY YOU TEST YEA MI, RIGHT, W7 THAT'S A CLIFF WITH A 40 FOOT DROP BEYOND THAT FENCE.

YEP WRONG, THERE'S A 40 FT DROP HERE, HOLD YER NOSE!

DON'T CALL ME SHIRLEY!

O.K.

OK.

CALL ME, SHIRLEY!

OUR ETA IS NINE SECONDS FROM NOW. PLEASE REMAIN SEATED DURING THE REMAINDER OF THE FLIGHT. THANK YOU.

YEA... PINEAPPLE UPSIDE DOWN CAKE.

AND GET IN HERE, YOU CAN SEE RIFF FROM YOUR SEAT!

*ETA - ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL (ANY NINNY KNOWS THAT!)

Calm down...I'll be cake...

Bow...Wow!
Hey, Captain Luftanza...
The pool hall's way over there.

Yea, I noticed that little detail myself.

Guess I didn't compensate for the Jeep CJ glide factor.

I've heard of car-pooling, but this is ridiculous.

Spash!

How are we gonna talk our way outta this?

I think we should swim our way outta this.

Hey, we wanted to play pool... yik, yik!

Thing we didn't wanna play house, yik, yik!

Maybe we can drive away unnoticed.

Maybe we can... this whole thing's been dumb... might as well keep things consistent.

Ooh!

Male chauvinist water pigs.

Gosh... pool sharks.

Really dumb ending!
BARE ESSENTIALS

© 93 STEVE AUSTIN

WHATA YA DOIN'?  JUST UPGRADED THE STEREO WITH A ALPINE RECEIVER 7 BAND EQUALIZER- AMP AT 50 WATTS PER. PLUS SOME SONY XS-11U'S AND JENSEN TRIAX'S.

YOU TRYING GET A MESSAGE TO ALPHA CENTURION?

WE USED TO GET ALONG WITH A TWO POT MANIFOLD AND SHAVED HEADS!

WELL, YOU STILL HAVE HALF OF IT!

WE'RE RUNNIN' A 327 PUNCHED .030 OVER WITH TRW'S. A CRANE CAM AND VALVE GEAR, 625 CFM CARTERS, MALLORY, HOOKER HEADERS, B&M, M&H AND CENTERLINE.

FOR THE FRIDAY NIGHT CRUISE, WE FIGURE IT'S JUST...

DON'T YOU FEEL YOU'RE OVER DOING IT, JUST A LITTLE?

RUM... BAHH.
...SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT!
THANKS FOR COMING TO THE FIRST HALF OF THIS WEEKENDS FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE COMPETITION, EVERYBODY!!! COME EARLY TOMORROW FOR THE BEST SEATS FOR SUNDAYS EVENTS!!

OK FREDDY... YOU CAN STOP NOW!
EVERYONE HAS GONE HOME!!

FREDDY?
C'MON DOWN... IT'S ALL OVER...
GRRRRR

BLUB GLUB
BLUB GLUB

LATER
BAD DAY EH, FREDDY?
HOW COME I NEVER MAKE IT? HOW COME I NEVER EVEN MAKE TO THE FINISH LINE?
I GOT EVERYTHING THOSE OTHER DRIVERS HAVE!

YOUR A LOSEY DRIVER.
—THAT BAD?
WHAT YOU NEED IS SOMETHING EXTRA!
LIKE WHAT?

—WELL... I'M NOT SURE.
JUST SOMETHING EXTRA!

NEXT DAY...
IT'S PRETTY EARLY.
JEFFERY... WHAT'S UP?

C'MON MAN!... I'VE FOUND YOUR
SOMETHING EXTRA!

—DO YA REALLY THINK...?

WHAT? THINK? SUCR CUPS?

BETCHA NEVER SAW TIRES
LIKE THESE BEFORE...

AND...
THERE YOU GO, BUDDY...
FOUR REAL STRANGE TIRES
ALL MOUNTED & BALANCED.
THAT'LL BE TWENTY BUCKS.

THANX

WITH TREAD LIKE THIS
YOU'LL BE CLIMBING THE WALLS!

VROOM
THE FIRST OF TODAY'S FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE EVENTS BEGIN IN A FEW MINUTES! WE'D BETTER HURRY!!

YEA! I CAN'T WAIT TO SEE WHAT THIS NEW RUBBER CAN DO!

BLAP BA-BLAP...

PICK PICK

WOW--IT'S LIKE BEING GLUED TO THE ROAD!!

THEY MAKE A SOUND LIKE A HUNDRED CHICKENS...

DO CHICKENS FLY?

I DON'T KNOW. WHY? YOU WANT ME TO PUT THE TOP UP?

WE'RE RUNNING LATE... SURE WISH WE HAD A GOOD SHORT-CUT TO TAKE...

I KNOW ONE!

WATCH!

SKREEEECH

BASH

WHAT HAVE I CREATED?

HAHAHA. NOBODY CAN STOP ME NOW!

CRASH
FREDDY! THOSE ARE POLICE CARS YOU'RE SMASHING!

Giggle... Yea... Neat, ain't it?

BAM

WAMBANG

THIS IS OFFICER KRANE... THERE'S SOME NUT IN A JEEP FOUR-WHEELING OVER THE POLICE LOT ON HIS WAY TO DOWNTOWN!

HAHAHAHA HOHO...

WAhhhh!

BOOM! BAM! BAAAM!

SOUNDS LIKE A JOB FOR OUR SECRET WEAPON DEPARTMENT!

HAHAHA... THESE TIRES ARE GREAT!

OH MY GOSH! FREDDY, THE COPS ARE AFTER US!

NO SWEAT--JEFFREY... THEY'LL NEVER FIGURE OUT THIS MOVE!
LOOK AT ME! NOBODY CAN STOP ME NOW... HAAHAHAHA!

HEEHAW!

IT'S ME, MOM—I'M ON TOP OF THE WORLD HAAHAHA--

WOP!

WE GOT 'EM HEADQUARTERS...

I SUPPOSE THIS MEANS YOU'LL WANT YOUR TIRES BACK?
**BAJA!** What off-road guy wouldn't like to say "I raced the Baja!" The word is like magic!

**WHAT THE HECK, YOU TALKIN' ABOUT BAJA?**

**WE'VE GOT A 4X4, WE COULD RUN THE BAJA... I MEAN JUST TO BE THERE... JUST TO FINISH!! JUST TO WIN!!! WE COULD DO IT!!!!

In that old Jeep wagon... Dream on - it's OK for bashing about - but a race... in Mexico! Nope!

Maybe... if we started yesterday...

Well... you could stand a little run in the desert... OK, I'll give it a go... I'll get some tools and stuff together.

Hey... an ace like you could put it in shape in no time... sure!

De-Ranged
GADFRIES! NOT THE OL' BRANCH IN THE RADATOR TRICK ...

...GLAD I BROUGHT MY FULL ASSORTMENT OF TOOLS

HECK, IT JUST JUMPED OUT IN FRONT OF ME, WASN'T IN A CROSS WALK OR NOTHING!

...THAT OUGHTA DO IT, SO BE CAREFUL!

I'LL JUST PINCH OFF A FEW OF THESE.

I'VE GOT TO DRIVE IT HARD TO WIN!

GOT TO FINISH TO WIN

IF I DON'T WIN...
I DON'T WANT TO FINISH!!

IF WE DON'T GET THE BUGS OUT NOW... WHEN WILL WE? YOU'VE BEEN RIDING ME FOR THE LAST 10 MILES...

OK! OK! HAVE IT YOUR WAY,...

...MIGHT AS WELL GET TOTALLY IN CONDITION FOR THE BAJA...

I DRIVE LIKE I HAVE TO... YOUR JOB IS TO MAKE IT RUN! I MEAN...

DON'T WORRY YOU WON'T!!

HAPPY NOT TO BRANCH IN THE RADIATOR TRICK — I PRIVE LIKE I HAVE TO.,...

HOW AM I SUPPOSE TO BE READY FOR BAJA WITH YOU NAGGING ME ALL THE TIME...

RIGHTO!
SEE! I TOLD YOU WE COULD MAKE THIS THING A CONTENDER!..AND...

...THE CHEVY TRANSPLANT IS PLENTY FAST!/

WHEN YOU'RE IN TRAINING FOR BAJA, YOU GOT TO KEEP ON THE GO PEDAL AND BE TOUGH...

GASP

OH NO

GOOD Gollywampus

GNASH

YEAH, WELL, YOU'RE GOING PLENTY FAST FOR ME ALTOGETHER...

...IN FACT

...NO SENSE IN BREAKING IT!

RIGHT! I'LL ALWAYS AVOID USING THE BRAKES!!

SIGH...SHEE...BUT NOT CRAZY!
...I MEAN, I'M THE DRIVER...

I SAID OK!

AND I KNOW WHAT I'M DOING!

WHAT?

A MECHANIC HAS TO GUARD HIS TOOLS ???.. I NEVER HEARD SUCH...

A WEAK LIVERED...

CARB TWIDDLING...LEAN MIXTURED...EXCUSE...

NOPE, BUT THIS DOES HAVE A POSITIVE SIDE...

NOW YOU REALLY DID IT!

NOT TOO FIXABLE LOOKING

AT LEAST YOU'LL BE IN CONDITION FOR BAJA AFTER YOUR WALK OUTTA HERE.

ME!

LETS-EE... LIVING & WATER COO,

HOT DOGS... PORTABLE T.V...

...A PREPARED BAJA MECHANIC... IS A HAPPY BAJA MECHANIC...

END
Andrew Carrillo (15)
Cramerton 535/2
Augsburg, West Germany 8900
Digs: Funny cars, 4x4's, Lambourghinis, New Wave, Hard Rock, and fine girls.
Looking for: Fine girls 14-16.

Brian Dowden (13’4)
307 Jeffrey Ln.
Anderson, IN 46011
Digs: Roller skating, Cartoons, Corvettes, Rock, Video Games, and girls.
Looking for: Girls 12-17.

Brian Agan (14)
Old Rt. 20
E. Nassau, NY 12062
Digs: Sports cars, Hot Rods, Dirt bikes, Maiden, and Priest.
Looking for: Nice females as pen pals 14-16.

Tanya Thomas (17)
749 Walnut Cr. Dr.
Sand Spring, OK 74063
Digs: Soft and hard rock, country music, cars, trucks, football, baseball, and other sports, and nice guys.
Looking for: guys 17+ please send photos.

Rich Davis (11)
114 Prospect Dr.
Wilmington, DE 19803
Digs: Ozzy, Chevys, Fords, drawing, being with people.
Looking for: Cute girls 11-14.

Lee Kusek (13)
8403 Kenan Ct.
Annapolis, VA 20103
Digs: Anyone who can cheer up a depressed person.
Looking for: Anyone who can help me out of this mess, mostly 10-15.

Dean McGinnis (16)
3007 Texas Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21234
Digs: Rock, Chevelles, running free, horses, CARToons, and Erica.
Looking for: Cute girls with brown hair to write to me, 19-17.

Linda LaBonte
85 Spruce St.
Thorne, Ont. Canada
Digs: Writin’ letters, reading, parties, sports-hockey, baseball, etc., camping, and soft music.
Looking for: Guys with sense of humor and good personality 15-17.

Greg Doane (14)
AR. 2 Box 93
Solsberry, IN 47459
Digs: THE BEATLES, drums, Pryor, Taxi, Lambor’s, THE Hill Street Blues, roller skating, parties, movies, football, St. Louis Cardinals, and great looking girls from little towns.
Looking for: A girl who doesn’t smoke, 13-15, send photos please.

John Easley (12)
P.O. Box 184
Gallatine Gateway, MT 59730
Digs: Basketball, swimming, drawing cars, ’82 Camaros, ’77 Mustangs, Vettes and girls.
Looking for: Foxy girls 11-14.

Scott Walker (10)
R.D. #4 Rockdale Rd.
Butler, PA 16001
Digs: Vettes, Trans-Ams, Camaros, movies, good music, 4WD, model cars, good jokes, and pen-pals.
Looking for: Girls 14-16.

Nazeem Manuel (16)
23 Aquila Way
Ocean View, South Africa 7977
Digs: Music, sports, outdoor life, stamp & coin collecting, reading, and writing.
Looking for: Pen-pals from all over the world 14-17.

Olise Chyke Indiana (16)
Box 3044
Benin City, Nigeria
Lance White (12)
Box 128 Star Rte.
Walker, MN 56484
Digs: Vettes, vans, 4x4's, all sports, cute girls, motocross, and BMX bikes.
Looking for: Cute chicks 11-14.

Beth Reid (18)
6 1 S. 3rd
East Brigham City, UT 84302
Digs: 'Stangs, '57s Chevys, parties, slow dancing, drawing cars, and long walks.
Looking for: NICE guys 16-19 with same interests.

Jon Hobson (14)
2557 Lee Rd.
Manon, OH 43302
Digs: Vettes, drawing, AC/DC, sports, and video games.

Dave Burden (25)
921 Fairview Ave.
Lima, OH 45804
Digs: Hard rock, drag racing, cruising, and my T-37 LeMans.
Looking for: Foxy ladies 18-25.

Michalla Townton (15)
9220 Marowda Dr.
Santee, CA 92071
Digs: Trans-Ams, bigSS- semi's, music drawing, hot rods, and playing football.

Deaton Bumpous (17)
3082 Redbud Rd.
Memphis, TN 38109
Digs: Girls, rock-n-roll, fast cars, and pan-pals.
Looking for: Girls 15-17.

Wanetta Wright (18)
525 Trinity Dr.
Vasaville, CA 95668
Digs: Motorcycles, Camaros, Mustangs, country & rock music, camping, and photography.
Looking for: Military men who will write to me.

Mike Culp (16)
Lincoln Hall
Lincolndale, NY 10540

Bruce Cook (21)
VMFA 232 FPO
San Francisco, CA 96607
Digs: 'Stangs, Camaros, exotic and foreign sports cars, scuba diving, travel, and photography.
Looking for: A foxy lady 17-26 who likes cars, sports, dancing, etc.

Rod Hall (20)
4409 Havelock Rd.
Lanham, MD 20706
Digs: '67-'74 Z28s, Vettes, Trans-Ams, all music, girls, dancing, cruising, photography, reading girls, and fun adventures.
Looking for: Fine ladies 17 and over who likes the same.
Carl Gibson (26)  
2572 Howey Rd.  
Columbus, OH 43211  
Digs: Pen-pals, wrestling, country & western music, cowboy clothes, pick-up trucks, Mustangs, horses, drawing and writing songs.  

Moose Epperson (12)  
6310 N. 38th St.  
Omaha, NE 68111  
Digs: Cars, Girls, cars, girls, cars, girls and CARtoons.  
Looking for: Blonde girls with nice bodies 12-14.

Jerry Miller (18)  
1856 Plymouth E. Rd.  
Plymouth, OH 44865  
Digs: Dodge Chargers, stock cars, rock, 4-wheelers, football, girls.  
Looking for: Sexy girls that like fast cars 16-20 send photos.

Chad Caffas (10)  
16300 Smoketown Rd.  
Woddridge, VA 22191  
Digs: Dirt bikes, karate, drawing, working on cars.  
Looking for: Tommy Harmon of Woodbridge, VA.

Shawn Unkarl (12)  
Bunger Rt. Box 217-C  
Graham, TX 76046  
Digs: Wild parties, most cars, vans, moto-cross, Ozzy Osbourn, girls, Toto, Rush, Halen, and 4x4ing.  

Cheyney Edwards (11)  
Box 2248  
Golden, B.C., Canada V0A-1H0  
Digs: Team swimming, '57 Corvettes, Trans-Am's, Journey, Steva Miller, Human League, building models, tennis, soccer, water-polo, video, and drawing.  
Looking for: Shapely females w/photo, 11-13.

Art Vermillion (12¾)  
1409 Paeian  
Keokuk, IA 52632  
Looking for: Kisty West to pen to mail.

Angela Lopes (17¼)  
AV. Cotova 624/34  
Moema- sao Paulo-S.P.  
C.E.P. 04517 Brazil  
Digs: Skating, dancing, rock, disco, T.V., movies, stamps, languages, the beach, and CARtoons.  
Looking for: Blonde cuties-GUYS.

Edward Proctor (26)  
RD. #3 Fort Edward Rd.  
So. Glenn Falls, NY 12801  
Digs: My Chevy van, Fords, 50-60 music, camping, travelling, some '80 tunes, and out-doors life.  
Looking for: 16+ around NY.

Larry Young (22¾)  
381 NE. 13th Street  
Homestead, FL 33030  
Digs: Hendrix, Braad, funny cars, drag racing, guitars, & fun times.  
Looking for: Woman-hot & bright 17-25.

Donna Hall (17)  
4257 Rocky Ledge Wy.  
Snellville, GA 30078  
Digs: 4x4s, Jeep,s, soccer, CARtoons, 4-wheeling, rednecks, Alabama, Hank Williams Jr., Dudley Moore, Walt Disney World, Florida, and sharp guys.  
Looking for: Caring guys 17-21.

Dale Skovsgard (11)  
P.O. Box 1515  
Hope, B.C., Canada V0X-1L0  
Digs: Ferraria, Vettes, Stones, and McKenzie Bros.  

Mark Lasalle (12)  
3600 Newportville Rd.  
Bristol, PA 19007  
Digs: Pac Man, Porsches, Skylander, Boston, Queens, drawing, peners, and girls.  

Iris Vanden Beusche (19)  
1007 E. Squishal Rd. #405  
Victoria, B.C., Canada V9A-3N1  
Digs: Dancing, classical music, rock-n-roll, travelin', reading, and painting.  
Looking for: Pen-pals 16-20.

Jamie Brown (15)  
114 Thorndale Ct.  
Streamwood, IL 60103  
Digs: GTO's, GSX's, early T-A's, AC/DC, Ozzy, Sabbath, Van Halen, and parties.  
Looking for: Pen-pals, 13-16.

Genna Trinidad (16)  
1436 N. Stevens Ave.  
Rexdale, CA 92654  
Digs: Rdin' ATC's, rock music, dancing, parties, cruisin', Bronco's, and Jeeps.  
Looking for: Cute guys 15-19.

Brian Micheal Zapien (13¾)  
310 Holstein St.  
Bridgeport, PA 19405  
Digs: Nature, 4x4's, girls, sports, rock music, the beach, any skiing, parties, most cars & SF.49ers.  
Looking for: Nice, sensitive, good looking girls 5'5" 12-14.

LOOKING FOR BACK ISSUES?

We have a few...

Send $2.50 for each issue. Check or money order, no cash please
CARtoons/Retail Sales Service
6725 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Issues available:
1983 All to date
A. Men's yellow T-shirt with blue design, premium quality, screen printed, 50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S-M-L-XL, $6.95; also children's 6-12, $5.95 (not shown).

B. Women's French cut, scoop neck, 50% cotton, 50% polyester interlock, blue design on yellow garment, sizes S-M-L, $7.95.

C. Men's navy blue T-shirt with yellow and white design, sizes S-M-L-XL, $6.95.

D. CAR CRAFT Cap, navy blue with yellow print, size fits all, $5.95.

E. Lightweight jacket, unlined nylon jacket, navy blue with yellow piping, CAR CRAFT Magazine logo printed on back and front left chest, men's S-M-L-XL, $29.95.

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

MAIL TO: Petersen Publishing Company Apparel Department
P.O. Box 3801
Los Angeles, CA 90078
ONCE, JUST ONCE, WE WANTED TO MAKE A PRODUCT THAT EVERY DRIVER COULD AFFORD

The rules say you're supposed to hold the cost down and keep the price down. Well, we did just that. We imported the finest wax technicians from West Covina and forced, er... asked them to come up with the cheapest car wax that was humanly possible. This was a special blend of Burbank tap water, old bubble gum, and eye of Newt. Guaranteed to give your wheels the brilliance of old pretzels. Cheap stuff for the cheap driver with a cheap ride.